Utility of the photoplethysmogram in circulatory monitoring.
The photoplethysmogram is a noninvasive circulatory signal related to the pulsatile volume of blood in tissue and is displayed by many pulse oximeters and bedside monitors, along with the computed arterial oxygen saturation. The photoplethysmogram is similar in appearance to an arterial blood pressure waveform. Because the former is noninvasive and nearly ubiquitous in hospitals whereas the latter requires invasive measurement, the extraction of circulatory information from the photoplethysmogram has been a popular subject of contemporary research. The photoplethysmogram is a function of the underlying circulation, but the relation is complicated by optical, biomechanical, and physiologic covariates that affect the appearance of the photoplethysmogram. Overall, the photoplethysmogram provides a wealth of circulatory information, but its complex etiology may be a limitation in some novel applications.